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Fast electron injection and transport in solid foils irradiated by sub-picosecond-duration laser pulses with peak intensity equal to $4 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ is investigated experimentally and via 3D simulations. The simulations are performed using a hybrid-particle-in-cell (PIC) code for a range of fast electron beam injection conditions, with and without inclusion of self-generated resistive magnetic fields. The resulting fast electron beam transport properties are used in rear-surface plasma expansion calculations to compare with measurements of proton acceleration, as a function of target thickness. An injection half-angle of $\sim 50^\circ - 70^\circ$ is inferred, which is significantly larger than that derived from previous experiments under similar conditions. © 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4799726]

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the generation and transport of large currents of fast electrons in dense targets irradiated by high intensity laser pulses is fundamentally important to the development of the fast ignition approach to inertial confinement fusion (ICF), the optimization of secondary radiation sources and the acceleration of ions by sheath fields. The initial divergence of the fast electron beam and the role of self-generated resistive magnetic fields (B-fields) at the edges of the electron beam, which act to pinch or collimate it, are particularly important to the fast ignition scheme. Whether overall electron beam collimation occurs or not is highly sensitive to the initial fast electron beam divergence angle, and thus the total laser energy required to achieve ignition depends strongly on the electron beam divergence.

Although early experiments involving optically probing ionization channels in transparent insulator targets (glass) revealed jet-like fast electron beams, recent studies with metallic targets, employing diagnostics based on measurements of transition radiation and X-ray emission, have concluded that the fast electron beam divergence half-angle increases with intensity, from $\sim 17^\circ$ at $4 \times 10^{19}$ W/cm$^2$ to $\sim 27^\circ$ at $5 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ (for picosecond laser pulses). Studies have also shown that the fast electron beam injection is also sensitive to the preplasma density scale length. Recently, Honrubia and Meyer-ter-Vehn concluded that in order to reproduce these measured fast electron beam divergence angles in hybrid-PIC simulations, an even larger (injection) half-angle of $\sim 50^\circ$ is required. The smaller electron beam transport divergence angle arises due to the pinching effect of the self-generated resistive B-field, which is strongest in the region of the electron source where the beam current density is highest. This effect has been invoked to explain recent experimental results. The fact that the initial divergence of the fast electron beam might be large has important consequences for the fast ignition scheme and motivates further theoretical and experimental investigations of fast electron injection and transport, so that the laser pulse parameters required to achieve fast ignition can be more accurately estimated. It has also led to theoretical and experimental studies of schemes to produce collimated or focused fast electron beams.

In this article, we investigate the injection and transport of fast electron beams in metallic targets driven by ultraintense ($I_l = 4 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$) picosecond laser pulses. The fast electron injection and beam transport divergence properties are inferred by measuring the maximum energies of protons and the spatial extent of fast electron-induced K\alpha fluorescence and comparing the results with simulations of electron transport performed using a 3D hybrid-PIC code. We find that a large initial injection half-angle of the order of $50^\circ - 70^\circ$ provides the best fit to our measurements, which is consistent with the predictions of Honrubia and Meyer-ter-Vehn.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was performed using the Vulcan laser at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Planar foils were irradiated with p-polarized light with wavelength, $\lambda_l$, equal to 1.054 $\mu$m, at an incident angle of $23^\circ$ with respect to target normal. The laser pulse duration was $\tau_l = (0.8 \pm 0.2)$ ps and the energy (on-target) was $E_l = (250 \pm 25)$ J. The laser beam was focused by an f/3 off-axis parabolic mirror to an average peak-intensity of $4 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$. The laser intensity contrast ratio (peak to amplified spontaneous emission pedestal)
was measured to be greater than $10^7$ at 1 ns and $10^8$ at tens of picoseconds, respectively, prior to the peak of the pulse. Subsequent modelling of the resulting preplasma formation showed very limited hydrodynamic expansion prior to the arrival of the peak of the pulse.

The planar, 5 mm × 5 mm, targets consisted of an Al interaction and electron propagation layer of thickness, $L$, which varied from 100 to 500 μm, a buried 5 μm-thick Cu fluorescence layer, and a 1 μm-thick Al rear surface layer, designed to prevent fluorescence of the Cu arising from lateral spreading of the electron current on the target rear surface.\textsuperscript{21} This target composition is hereafter referred to as Al-Cu-Al. To test for the influence of fast electron refluxing within the target on the fluorescence signal, a number of shots were taken with a 500 μm-thick CH layer at the target rear (i.e., Al-Cu-CH), which significantly reduces the number of times the fast electron population that is reflected by the surface sheath fields can pass through the Cu layer. It was established that although refluxing can increase the total Cu Kα yield, it has a limited effect on the size of the Kα image, in agreement with previous work reported by Quinn et al.\textsuperscript{22} The CH layer was not used for the main set of measurements reported below because it strongly affects rear-surface proton acceleration, and thus prevents the Kα and proton emission diagnostic approaches being simultaneously applied.

A spherically bent Bragg crystal coupled with a FujiFilm BAS image plate detector,\textsuperscript{23,24} viewing from the target rear surface side, was used to make time-integrated 2D measurements of the Kα fluorescence of the Cu layer. The magnification of the imaging system was 10, giving a spatial resolution of ~20 μm at the source.

Dosimetry film (RCF HD-810) stacks were positioned 5 cm from the rear of the target and used to measure the spatial-intensity distribution of the beam of protons accelerated from the target rear surface via the target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism. The film layers act to slow down and stop protons, and the proton beam spectrum is deconvolved in energy steps, which depend on the number and thickness of the films used.\textsuperscript{25} The stack composition used in this experiment enabled the proton energy spectrum to be measured in the range 1.2 to 40 MeV. The maximum energy measured was (32 ± 3) MeV.

### III. Experiment Results

The key experimental results are presented in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) shows the lateral extent (half width at half maximum, HWHM) of the Cu Kα signal at two values of $L$—the thinnest target for which a clear Kα signal was recorded was 250 μm, which limited the thickness range over which this diagnostic approach could be applied. The scaling of the size of the Kα distribution with target thickness is in good agreement with previous measurements, reported by Lancaster et al.\textsuperscript{8} of Kα fluorescence from thinner Cu foils, made with the same laser and very similar laser pulse parameters, as shown in Figure 1(a). An effective fast electron beam transport half-angle of between 10° and 38° is inferred if a linear fit is applied to the new data points, and the corresponding limits are 17° and 31° if all data points shown are included. The best fit is for half-angle equal to ~24°.

Figure 1(b) shows the measured maximum proton energy, $E_{\text{max}}$, as a function of $L$. Good agreement is found with results from a previous experimental campaign involving very similar laser pulse parameters and Al targets (Yuan et al.\textsuperscript{14}) highlighting the reproducibility of the measurements. The simultaneous measurement of Kα fluorescence, providing the lateral extent of the electron beam close to the target rear surface, and the measurements of proton acceleration, resulting from the fast electron-induced sheath field at the rear surface, enables the consistency of the two diagnostic approaches to be checked. To do this, we use the electron beam radius inferred from the Kα measurements to determine the fast electron density at the target rear surface, for model calculations of proton acceleration.

In a simplified model approach, the fast electron density is assumed to be constant over the beam volume and is estimated as $N_e/(\pi r_{\text{rear}}^2 c T_e)$, where $r_{\text{rear}}$ is the fast electron beam radius at the target rear, $c$ is the speed of light and the number of fast electrons, $N_e$, is determined as $\eta_{\text{lc}} E_{\text{L}}/kT_e$, where $\eta_{\text{lc}}$ is the laser-to-fast electron energy conversion efficiency, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T_e$ is the fast electron beam temperature. These parameters are used, together with an estimated ion acceleration time, to calculate the expected maximum proton energy, using the Mora isothermal plasma expansion formula.\textsuperscript{26} That fluid plasma expansion model is 1D and assumes quasi-charge neutrality in the sheath field. The electron density follows an exponential distribution, and the ion expansion is governed by the hydrodynamic equations of continuity and motion. Full details of the model are given in reference: Mora.\textsuperscript{28} In our calculations, ponderomotive scaling\textsuperscript{27} is assumed, giving a fixed $kT_e$ equal to 6 MeV, for a peak laser intensity equal to $4 \times 10^{20}$ W/cm$^2$ and wavelength...
equal to 1.054 μm. The ion acceleration time is selected as the laser pulse duration, based on the principle that to first order this is set by the duration of the electron bunch arriving at the target rear side. The main unknown parameter is $\eta_{L-e}$, which is expected to be in the range 0.1-0.5 for the laser pulse parameters of this study—the wide range is due to its sensitivity to the density scale length of the preformed plasma on the target front side.\textsuperscript{11,28,29} Importantly, since the laser and target front surface conditions are fixed in the present study, $\eta_{L-e}$ should remain constant for all measurements reported.

Figure 1(b) shows example calculated maximum proton energies for $L = 100 \mu m$ and $250 \mu m$ with $\eta_{L-e} = 0.5$. The absolute values are not important as these depend on the selected $\eta_{L-e}$ and the other unmeasured parameters, except to note that within the expected ranges of these parameters a good match can be found to the measured $E_{\text{max}}$, particularly in the case of the thinner target. However, it is found that the gradient in the change of the calculated maximum proton energy with target thickness is much larger than the measured one. This apparent inconsistency in the two diagnostic approaches may arise due to the simplified assumptions applied in the model calculation or to the fact that Kα fluorescence can be induced by electrons with energies as low as tens of keV and may, therefore, not provide an accurate estimate of the lateral extent of the fast electrons contributing to ion acceleration. To investigate the underlying fast electron injection and transport physics in more detail, a program of fast electron transport simulations have been performed, as described below.

### IV. FAST ELECTRON TRANSPORT SIMULATIONS

Using the 3D hybrid-PIC code ZEPHYROS,\textsuperscript{17,18,30} several series of simulations were performed as a function of target thickness in the range $L = 75–250 \mu m$. These were carried out for different average injection angles and energy conversion efficiencies to investigate the effects of these parameters on fast electron transport. Simulations were also performed with the self-generated resistive B-field suppressed to investigate the role this field plays. The resulting fast electron beam parameters at the target rear surface were extracted to calculate the expected maximum proton energy for comparison to experiment.

#### A. Simulation details

The simulations were performed using a 500 μm x 500 μm x $L$ μm box. A lower limit of $L$ (the target thickness) equal to 75 μm was set by the fact that in thinner targets, the fast electrons refluxing within the target (reflected by the sheath fields on both surfaces) reach the rear surface more than once during the laser pulse duration, which changes the electron density evolution. The upper $L$ limit is set by computational limitations. In a typical set of simulations, for selected fixed electron injection parameters, runs were performed for $L = 75$, 100, 150, 200, and 250 μm. Most of the simulations were performed with grid size equal to 2 μm x 2 μm x 2 μm. A few test simulations were performed at a higher resolution of 1 μm x 1 μm x 1 μm to investigate the structure of the self-generated magnetic field.

The fast electron source input parameters were chosen to closely match the experiment parameters. The fast electron beam temperature was set equal to 6 MeV (Ref. 27), and the electrons were injected into the solid over a pulse duration of 1 ps, in a focal spot with radius equal to 4 μm. The two variable electron source parameters are $\eta_{L-e}$ (and hence the number of fast electrons, $N_e$) and the angle of injection. The electron energy distribution, shown in Figure 2(a), is
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**FIG. 2.** (a) Fast electron beam injection half-angle as a function of electron energy. The dashed black curve is the distribution function derived by Moore et al., in which $\theta_{1/2} = \tan^{-1}[a \times \sqrt{2/(\gamma - 1)}]$, where $\gamma$ is the electron Lorentz factor and with $\gamma = 1$ giving a mean half-angle ($\theta_{1/2}\sim 30\degree$) in the example shown. The red line corresponds to electrons injected uniformly within a cone with half-angle equal to $50\degree$ at all electron energies. The green curve is the initial fast electron energy spectrum for a beam temperature of 6 MeV; (b) Example temporal evolution profile of the maximum fast electron density at the target rear side, extracted from a hybrid-PIC simulation of electron transport within a 200 μm-thick target, with $\theta_{1/2} = 50\degree$; (c) Fast electron energy spectra extracted from the hybrid simulations at the front side (“initial spectrum”) and rear side of 100 μm and 200 μm-thick targets. The dashed line is a Boltzmann distribution with $kT_e = 6$ MeV.
given by \( N_i(E_e) = N_0 \exp(-E_e/kT_e) \). Electrons of a given energy \( E_e \) were uniformly injected within a cone with half-angle \( \theta_{1/2} \), in one of two angular-energy distributions, examples of which are shown in Figure 2(a). For most of the simulation runs, the distribution function derived by Moore et al.\(^{31} \) was used: \( \theta_{1/2} = \tan^{-1}(x \times \sqrt{2/(\gamma - 1)}) \), where \( \gamma \) is the electron Lorentz factor and \( x \) is a parameter which defines the average injection angle \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \) (\( x \approx 1 \) corresponds to the angle at which electrons are ejected from the laser focal spot by the ponderomotive force). In a limited number of simulation scans, the electrons were injected uniformly into a cone with a fixed injection half-angle of 50°, for all \( E_e \) (as shown in Figure 2(a)), for comparison. The model of resistivity as a function of temperature for Al used in the code is the one used previously by Davies,\(^{32} \) based on a fit to the data reported by Milchberg et al.\(^{33} \)

The peak fast electron density, \( n_f \), and the ion acceleration time, \( t_{acc} \), as required in application of the plasma expansion formula\(^{26} \) to calculate \( E_{max} \) were determined from the simulation results as follows. The maximum fast electron density at the rear side of the target (usually on-axis) was plotted as a function of the simulation run time, as shown for the example in Figure 2(b). Typically, the electron density builds up over about half a picosecond to a peak value and then drops quite rapidly as fast electrons are reflected back into the target. A time-averaged value for \( n_f \) was determined over the width of the main peak in the density-time profile, hereafter referred to as \( n_{f-peak} \), and the FWHM duration of the peak was used for \( t_{acc} \).

In addition to \( n_{f-peak} \) and \( t_{acc} \), the fast electron beam temperature is a third variable in the plasma expansion calculation. For the range of simulation parameters modeled, we find that \( kT_e \) at the target rear side is largely independent of target thickness and can be approximated as the initial electron beam temperature. Figure 2(c) shows examples of the initial electron energy spectrum and the spectrum at the rear side of a \( L = 100 \mu m \) and \( L = 200 \mu m \) target. The target thickness affects the lowest energy, collisional electrons, but over most of the energy range the distribution is unaffected and can be approximated as a Boltzmann distribution of the form \( \exp(-E_e/kT_e) \), with \( kT_e = 6 \) MeV (as shown in Figure 2(c)). Hence this parameter was fixed in the plasma expansion calculations that follow.

### B. Role of injection angle and resistive magnetic fields in fast electron transport

We begin with a series of simulation runs to investigate the sensitivity of fast electron beam transport to the injection angle at the source. The injection parameter \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \) was varied from 30° to 70° and the resulting \( n_{f-peak} \) and \( t_{acc} \) variations with \( L \) determined. Example results are presented in Figure 3. Generally, for a given \( L \), \( n_{f-peak} \) decreases rapidly with increasing divergence, which is expected due to increased lateral spreading of the electrons within the target. For \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 40° \) and above, \( n_{f-peak} \) decreases with increasing \( L \), also due to increased lateral spreading in the thicker targets. However, as the injection angle is decreased, the resistive azimuthal B-field produced at the edge of the fast electron beam, shown in Figure 4(a), acts over a longer beam propagation length, and in the case of \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 30° \) acts to pinch or collimate the electrons over the full simulation box.

The effect of the self-generated B-field is investigated by performing comparative simulations with the magnetic field growth suppressed (switched “off” in the code). As shown in the example results in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), even in the case of the relatively large \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 50° \), the B-field strongly affects the electron density distribution within the beam and in particular the maximum electron density at a given depth in the target. The \( n_{f-peak} \) values are significantly lower when the B-field is suppressed, irrespective of target thickness, as shown in Figure 3(a).

By comparing the fast electron density distributions (Figure 3) and the B-field distributions (Figure 4) for \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 50° \) and \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 50° \), we note that for a given average angle of electron injection, the form of the angle-energy distribution does have some effect on the B-field generation and, therefore, the fast electron transport. However, these parameters are observed to depend much more sensitively on the magnitude of the average injection angle.

The simulation results reveal correlations between the peak electron density and the time duration over which it builds up over about half a picosecond to a peak value and then drops quite rapidly as fast electrons are reflected back into the target. A time-averaged value for \( n_f \) was determined over the width of the main peak in the density-time profile, hereafter referred to as \( n_{f-peak} \), and the FWHM duration of the peak was used for \( t_{acc} \).

![FIG. 3. (a) Fast electron density at the target rear side, averaged over the temporal peak, as a function of target thickness \( L \), extracted from the hybrid simulations, for given \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \); (b) Corresponding ion acceleration time, extracted from the FWHM temporal width of the density peak, as a function of \( L \).](https://example.com/figure3.png)
evolves (and therefore, in effect, the ion acceleration time) as shown in Figure 3. Generally for low values of $\langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle$ for which a high $n_f$-peak is achieved (due to the pinching effect of the B-field), the peak temporal width is small (i.e., fast rise and fall in density), whereas a lower peak density is associated with a “wider” peak and hence larger $t_{acc}$. These correlations suggest that the resistive B-field not only affects the fast electron density distribution within the beam but also the temporal evolution of the resulting sheath field. For most of the simulation runs, $t_{acc}$ is between 0.5 and 1.0 ps.

We note that the overall lateral extent of the fast electron beam as determined from the simulations is in good agreement with the measured extent of the Cu Kα emission for $L = 100 \mu m$ and $250 \mu m$ within the uncertainty limits. This is demonstrated in Figure 6. However, the variation in the fast electron beam size near the target rear surface for the various different injection angles simulated is smaller than the uncertainty in the Kα measurements, and, therefore, we are unable to draw any conclusions regarding the electron beam injection from this diagnostic. Instead, below, we look to the proton diagnostic measurements to extract this information.

### C. Calculated maximum proton energies

As discussed above, the values of $n_f$-peak and $t_{acc}$ extracted from the simulation results are used as input parameters to the Mora plasma expansion model$^{26}$ to obtain a theoretical maximum proton energy for comparison to experiment. Application of this expansion formula requires that the fast electron density profile should be uniform in the plane normal to the proton motion. Although, as shown in our simulation results, the density distribution is non-uniform, the variation of the density in the region of the peak is small over a radius of the order of the Debye length, and hence the electron density can be considered to be locally uniform in the region where the fastest protons are produced.

The calculated $E_{max}$ for a range of simulation runs are presented in Figure 7, together with the experimental results (from Figure 1(b)). For the results presented in Figure 7(a), the laser-to-electron energy conversion efficiency, $\eta_{laser}$, is fixed at 0.2 and the average injection half-angle, $\langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle$, is varied. Due to the pinching effect of the B-field, the predicted proton maximum energies for the smaller injection angles is much larger than the measured $E_{max}$. This suggests that the electrons are injected into a cone with a relatively large
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half-angle at \( \sim 50^\circ \). Figure 7(b) presents the case for which \( \eta_{L-c} \) is again fixed equal to 0.2, and the effect of suppressing the resistive B-field is shown. In the absence of the B-field the correct order of magnitude for \( E_{\text{max}} \) is obtained even for a relatively small \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 30^\circ \), but the percentage decrease in \( E_{\text{max}} \) with increasing \( L \) is much larger than the experimental measurement. Due to the fact that \( \eta_{L-c} \) is an unknown variable which changes the value of the theoretical \( E_{\text{max}} \), it is not the absolute values that should be compared, but rather the shape of the \( E_{\text{max}} \)-L profile.

For the simulation results presented in Figure 7(c), both \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \) and \( \eta_{L-c} \) are varied to calculate proton maximum energies in the range of the experimental measurements (i.e., \( \eta_{L-c} \) is increased with \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \) to provide a better comparison to experiment). In general, we find that \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \) must be large to ensure that realistic values of \( E_{\text{max}} \) are obtained for small \( L \) (i.e., \( \leq 100 \mu m \)) and that \( \eta_{L-c} \) is relatively large to produce large \( E_{\text{max}} \) in thick targets (i.e., \( \geq 150 \mu m \)). The closest fit for the range of parameters investigated is found for \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle = 70^\circ \) and \( \eta_{L-c} = 0.4 \). We note that this is not an ideal fit, nor a unique solution. We have explored the variation of other possible parameters, including, for example, the injection radius of the electron beam (in the range 4–16 \( \mu m \)). Increasing the electron source size decreases the peak density (due to a reduction in the strength of the pinching B-field, as discussed by Bell and Kingham\(^9\)), but increases the acceleration time (due to the inverse correlation between peak density and temporal width discussed above and shown in Figure 3), resulting in very similar maximum proton energies. We conclude on the basis of the large number of simulations conducted over a wide range of \( \langle \theta_{1/2} \rangle \) and \( \eta_{L-c} \) (and the different angle-energy injection distributions) that the average fast electron injection angle must be large to reproduce the measured \( E_{\text{max}} = L \) distribution.

V. SUMMARY

The injection and transport divergence properties of a high current beam of energetic electrons in metallic targets irradiated by ultraintense, picosecond laser pulses is investigated using simultaneous measurements of Kz fluorescence and proton acceleration, and a programme of 3-D hybrid-PIC simulations. The Kz fluorescence measurements, which are sensitive to the overall lateral extent of the electron beam, indicate that the effective transport half-angle is between 10° and 38° (17° and 31° if previous measurements with the same laser are included) as defined by the degree of uncertainty in the measurements (best fit \( \sim 24^\circ \)), and this is supported by the simulation results. The simulations further reveal that the fast electron beam transport is strongly affected by self-generated magnetic fields, which in turn are sensitive to the average injection angle of the electrons at the front side of the target.

A comparison of the measured maximum proton energies with plasma expansion calculations performed using results from the electron transport simulations, indicates that the injected fast electron beam divergence at the source is significantly larger (half-angle in the range \( \sim 50 – 70^\circ \)) than inferred from previous studies performed with similar laser and target parameters. Our results support the predictions by Honrubia and Meyer-ter-Vehn\(^5\) and the recent study by Solodov et al.\(^{13}\) that suggest that the fast electron initial divergence angles are actually quite large. Strategies for controlling fast electron beam collimation are therefore, likely to be important for fast ignition.
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